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Dear sirs
I object to any delay with this for the following reasons.

1.       The impact on the Northampton Gateway proposal
 
Another SFRI, Northampton Gateway, is proposed for land adjacent to Rail Central
and is currently undergoing Examination. If the delay to the Rail Central examination
is permitted as requested, meaningful assessment of the cumulative effects of
Northampton Gateway plus Rail Central will be impossible. The Northampton
Gateway examination will be seriously flawed as a result.
 

2.       Rail Central’s continuing ineffective public consultation
 
Throughout the process to date, Rail Central’s performance on document availability
and consultation has been subject to lengthy delay. Even when submitted in October
2018, the final documents were significantly different to the draft versions on which
local consultations were based. 
 
Rail Central must be required to consult again with all local stakeholders if they intend
making any changes to their existing application. This includes statutory bodies (NCC,
SNC, NBC, Network Rail etc), Parish Councils, Stop Rail Central and local
communities.
 

3.       A disorganised applicant and a chaotic application
 
For example, Rail Central’s Environmental Statement, as it currently stands, runs to
some 580 separate documents, listed in apparently random order on the PINS web-site.
Anyone attempting to navigate through the documents in a coherent way quickly gains
the impression of a hurried, disorganised applicant with little respect for the needs of a
thorough and effective examination. If the delay is granted, Rail Central must be made
to submit well organised and comprehensible documentation to facilitate an effective
examination.
 

4.       The admission of errors in traffic planning raises doubts about the whole
application

 
a)       Rail Central’s request for a delay is driven by their admission that their original
studies for Highways and Traffic will not deliver the required result in terms of
workable mitigations. They expect the (eventual) revised traffic plans to be profoundly
different from their original submission. If this is the case, there will clearly be
significant knock-on effects in many areas of their original Environmental Impact
Assessment. Rather than granting a delay in the examination, PINS should consider
requiring Rail Central to start their application process again from scratch.
b)      Rail Central have proposed timescales for 2 different programmes which they say
will be able to deal with the changes they wish to make to their application. Their
chaotic approach to the entire process so far gives little confidence in their ability to
submit an updated application which will be fit for the purpose of a thorough and
efficient examination.
c)       Given the failures in their original traffic modelling, Rail Central’s eventual
revised traffic plans should be subjected to independent scrutiny and review to ensure



they are ready for a proper examination by the Inspectorate.
 

5.       Further delays or material errors should not be acceptable
 
Given the lamentable progress of Rail Central’s application at almost every turn, if
there are further major delays or significant errors in submissions the Planning
Inspectorate should consider that the organisation and management of this proposal
and its application through the National Networks planning process is fundamentally
unsatisfactory and the application should be rejected on that basis.

Robert Thompson 
Sent from my iPad




